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find something wrong. After a very long week, stone was left unturned in their diligent effort to examining policies, and interviewing staff, no nursing home settings, reviewing clinical records, care problems. Scrutinizing all offices, both Hospice out of regulatory compliance along with any patient for participation in the Medicare Hospice Benefit hospice state licensure and federal recertification of Health inspected CHC for continued Indiana nurse surveyors from the Indiana State Department it. During five days in October two public health have the validated third-party verification to prove suffer. This would not be the case at CHC and we rules bent, and the real risk that patient care could needs, a possible need for corners to be cut and issues of not being able to meet patient / family expect potential clinical staffing issues, probable census, any reasonable person could rationally With the unprecedented growth in our patient family-centered care at the end of life.

...
Results of 2014’s Independent Audit
CHC and the Hospice Foundation engaged David Culp & Co. LLP to perform the 2014 annual audit for the purpose of forming an opinion on the consolidated financial statements taken as a whole. The 2014 Report of Independent Auditors states, “The consolidating information has been subject to the auditing procedures applied in the audit of the consolidated financial statements and, in our opinion, is fairly stated in all material respects in relation to the consolidated financial statements taken as a whole.”
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